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Thrace borders Bulgaria to the North 

and Turkey (European Part), to the 

East.

At a distance of 400 km is the capital 

of Bulgaria, Sofia 

and 

300 km on the east is the largest city 

in Turkey, Istanbul –

Konstantinoupoli , with more than 

15 million inhabitants.



Cross-Border Relations  GR - BG 

Bulgaria has traditionally been, in recent decades, an important trading 

partner of our country in the Balkans, as well as an investment destination, 

initially small and medium and then large and multinational Greek companies 

and groups.



The significant economic presence of Greece in Bulgaria is reflected in the 

long-term growth of bilateral trade, but also in the strong presence of 

Greek companies established here, which are estimated to contribute to 

the growth of Bulgaria's GDP, with a share of 5.16% of the total reserve 

Foreign Direct Investment.

In the general ranking of FDI, Greece is among the six most important 

foreign investors.



In 2018, the volume of bilateral trade between Greece and Bulgaria 

reached the highest level of the decade, reaching about 3.5 billion 

euros.

In recent years, the tourist flows between the two countries have 

maintained a special dynamic. 

In 2018, the number of Bulgarian visitors to Greece exceeded all previous 

ones, exceeding 1.4 million, according to the National Statistical 

Institute. Similarly, the influx of Greek tourists to Bulgaria was very 

high, reaching about 1.3 million visitors.



Turkey is one of our most important trading partners, as it is 

the 4th most important destination of Greek exports, but also 

the 9th most important country of origin of imported products 

in the Greek market.

Cross-Border Relations  GR - TR 



For Greek companies and especially for trade, the Turkish 

market has become quite attractive since is more easily 

accessible.

Turkey has become one of the most valuable market for 

Greek products, since it is ranked in the top six

countries where Greek exports are directed.



DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE THREE COUNTRIES

GREECE – European Union member, Eurozone member - EURO Currency

BULGARIA - European Union member, Currency Bulgarian Lev
TURKEY – In EU accession, Currency Turkish Lira



Companies can reach potential consumers from 

neighboring countries

and consumers to benefit from advantages of each 

country.

There are two border cross points on the border with Turkey

and three on the border with Bulgaria

This helps road access between the three countries.

In combination with short distances between major cities, helps 

the development of entrepreneurship.



Greece – Bulgarian Borders 
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Greece – Turkey Borders 
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ADVANTAGES FOR GREEK COMPANIES

INDUSTRY
 Industrial enterprises have the ability to sell their products in neighboring countries by providing high 

quality products of European origin, in the part of the market that is willing to pay to buy them.

 Cheap raw materials can also be purchased mainly from Turkey but also from Bulgaria.

TOURISM
 They offer to the Bulgarians mainly but also the Turks, the opportunity to spend summer holidays in 

Greek resorts of Northern Greece, economically and with minimal travel costs.

 Also the ease of road access, is a reason for tourism all year round, even for a weekend.

PRIMARY SECTOR 

 These companies can supply low-priced agricultural or livestock products from neighboring countries 
and then process them.
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ADVANTAGES FOR TURKISH COMPANIES

INDUSTRY

❑ They have the ability to sell their products in neighboring countries by providing low 

prices 

❑ due to low labor costs and local currency exchange rates.

TOURISM

❑ They offer mainly summer vacation packages in neighboring countries, with very 

attractive prices.

RETAIL

❑ The low price of the Turkish Lira against the Euro attracts thousands of consumers 

from Bulgaria and Greece

❑ for shopping, even for one-day visits.
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ADVANTAGES FOR BULGARIAN COMPANIES

INDUSTRY

❑ They have the ability to sell their products in neighboring countries by providing low prices due 

to low labor costs

TOURISM

❑ They offer winter vacation packages mainly in the neighboring countries, with very attractive 

prices,

❑ attracting thousands of Greeks and Turks.

RETAIL

❑ The low price of the Bulgarian Leva comparing to Euro, but also the low taxation, attracts 

thousands of consumers 

❑ from Greece for shopping, even for one-day visits.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR JOINT PARTNERSHIPS

❑ Opening borders and easy access between the three countries can help 

create common partnerships

For example

❑ Tour operator from Bulgaria with Hotel business from Thassos, create a 

Greek meat standardization company for the production of gourmet 

products for excomplex of bungalows.

❑ Poultry industry creates a company in Xanthi, with a port to Central 

European countries.

❑ Greek company manufacturing aluminum frames, creates a company in 

Southern Bulgaria, with a local manufacturer of windows that has a sales 

network to take advantage of low labor costs and reduced taxes.
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Thank you for your 

attention  


